Impacts of juniper woody plant encroachment into grasslands on local climate
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1. Introduction

Woody plant encroachment (WPE) has relative mixing ratios of herbaceous and woody plants in grasslands and savannas around the world (Archer, 2010; Saitilan and Rogers, 2015). These ecological community transitions have been accelerated by human activities and climate change over the last 150 years (Archer et al., 1994; Wilcox and Huang, 2010). WPE has extensive ecological and socioeconomic implications by altering the soil-plant-atmosphere system, biophysical processes, and ecosystem services (Huxman et al., 2005; Petrie et al., 2015; Scott et al., 2014). In particular, WPE can affect regional climate by altering the exchange of mass and energy between the land surface and the atmosphere. The lack of studies on the effects of WPE on local climate hinders our understanding of the interactions between changes in regional vegetation cover and climate. Here, we analyzed the differences of land surface temperature (ΔLST), albedo (ΔAlbedo) and evapotranspiration (ΔET) between juniper-woody-encroached grasslands and adjacent pure grasslands using 16-years of remote sensing data. Our results showed that juniper woody plant encroachment (JWPE) into the semi-arid and sub-humid grasslands reduced daytime LST and albedo, but increased nighttime LST and ET from an annual scale analysis. With each one percent increase in juniper cover, annual mean daytime ΔLST decreased ~0.026°C, nighttime ΔLST increased ~0.01°C, daily ΔLST decreased ~0.008°C, ΔAlbedo decreased ~0.053%, and ΔET increased ~1.31 mm/year. Furthermore, it is suggested that the impacts of JWPE on LST and ET were stronger in dry years than in normal and pluvial years, and that no significant variations in albedo were found among the different hydrological conditions. These results provide insights into applying satellite-based techniques to understand the feedbacks between woody vegetation dynamics and local climate change.

A B S T R A C T

Woody plant encroachment (WPE) into grasslands has been exacerbated by climate change and human activities. WPE may affect local climate by altering the exchange of mass and energy between the land surface and the atmosphere. The lack of studies on the effects of WPE on local climate hinders our understanding of the interactions between changes in regional vegetation cover and climate. Here, we analyzed the differences of land surface temperature (ΔLST), albedo (ΔAlbedo) and evapotranspiration (ΔET) between juniper-woody-encroached grasslands and adjacent pure grasslands using 16-years of remote sensing data. Our results showed that juniper woody plant encroachment (JWPE) into the semi-arid and sub-humid grasslands reduced daytime LST and albedo, but increased nighttime LST and ET from an annual scale analysis. With each one percent increase in juniper cover, annual mean daytime ΔLST decreased ~0.026°C, nighttime ΔLST increased ~0.01°C, daily ΔLST decreased ~0.008°C, ΔAlbedo decreased ~0.053%, and ΔET increased ~1.31 mm/year. Furthermore, it is suggested that the impacts of JWPE on LST and ET were stronger in dry years than in normal and pluvial years, and that no significant variations in albedo were found among the different hydrological conditions. These results provide insights into applying satellite-based techniques to understand the feedbacks between woody vegetation dynamics and local climate change.

1. Introduction

Woody plant encroachment (WPE) has relative mixing ratios of herbaceous and woody plants in grasslands and savannas around the world (Archer, 2010; Saitilan and Rogers, 2015). These ecological community transitions have been accelerated by human activities and climate change over the last 150 years (Archer et al., 1994; Wilcox and Huang, 2010). WPE has extensive ecological and socioeconomic implications by altering the soil-plant-atmosphere system, biophysical processes, and ecosystem services (Huxman et al., 2005; Petrie et al., 2015; Scott et al., 2014). In particular, WPE can affect regional climate by altering the fluxes of energy, water and momentum between the land surface and atmosphere (Bonacci et al., 2003; Foley et al., 2005). However, to date, few studies that used climate models (Bonacci, 1997, 1999) and satellite observations (Alkama and Cescatti, 2016; Li et al., 2015; Ma et al., 2017; Peng et al., 2014) have incorporated the climate impacts of this worldwide land surface change from WPE. WPE is assumed to modify the land surface biophysical characteristics (Ge and Zou, 2013; He et al., 2015). In terms of the biophysical differences between pure grasslands (PG) and juniper woody plant encroached (JWPE) grasslands, juniper trees have a higher leaf area index (LAI) than grasses, which may increase the interception of rainfall (Wilcox, 2002). Deep-rooted juniper trees can extract deeper soil water than grasses, which can affect ecohydrological functions (Huxman et al., 2005; Scott et al., 2014). Juniper trees, an evergreen species, are darker than grasses, which leads to lower albedo and more absorption of solar radiation (Betts and Ball, 1997; Nair et al., 2007). Furthermore, WPE in grasslands increases the roughness of the land surface, which causes...
enhanced turbulence between the land surface and the atmosphere (Ge and Zou, 2013). WPE can also shade out other vegetation and cause increased bare soil fraction, which can increase the ground heat fluxes during the daytime (Ge and Zou, 2013; He et al., 2015). The effects of land cover change on surface temperature is determined mainly by two critical biophysical mechanisms: albedo and evapotranspiration (ET) (Gibbard et al., 2005; Ma et al., 2017). Reduced albedo from JWPE tends to create a warming effect on the local climate. Conversely, increased LAI, root depth, and surface roughness could promote ET and cool the land surface. Albeit WPE has the potential to alter the biophysical attributes of grassland ecosystems and affect the interactions between land surface and climate, the changes in land surface temperature (LST), albedo, and ET in grasslands after WPE have not been examined widely, yet.

Previous studies paid more attention to the impacts of abrupt land cover change (LCC) on climate at regional and global scales using model-based analyses (Findell et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2017; Pitman et al., 2009). Meanwhile, the model-based analyses showed significant uncertainties which mainly stem from the representation and parameterization of biophysical variables (e.g. evapotranspiration, albedo) and descriptions of land cover change (Ma et al., 2017; Oleson et al., 2004; Pitman et al., 2009). For example, in the temperate midlatitude zone, some simulations suggested that the conversions of forest to croplands or pastures led to a cooling effect driven by increased albedo (Bonan, 1999; Davin and de Noblet-Ducoudre, 2010), but others reported a warming effect due to reduced evapotranspiration (Findell et al., 2009; Malyshkev et al., 2015).

Uncertainties were also found in a JWPE associated study that examined the climate impacts of eastern redcedar (Juniperus virginiana) encroachment in the Southern Great Plains, USA, using a regional atmospheric modeling system (RAMS) (Ge and Zou, 2013). As suggested in the study, the main biophysical parameters (e.g., albedo, LAI) used in the RAMS model were difficult to verify due to the difficulties of obtaining the samples of such parameters and describing the eastern redcedar encroachment patterns at large spatial scales (Ge and Zou, 2013). Satellite observations provide direct information on the biophysical variables and land-use/land-cover dynamics, which sheds new insights on the climate effects of abrupt LCC at regional and global scales (Alkama and Cescatti, 2016; Findell et al., 2017; Peng et al., 2014). WPE is a form of ecological succession and occurs over many decades which differs from the abrupt land-cover change, for example, afforestation and deforestation (Jackson et al., 2007). Few studies have been carried out to quantify the WPE effects on temperature, ET and albedo by data-driven approaches based on in-situ or satellite observations. These observation-based assessments can provide references for studies on incorporating such large-scale ground change from WPE into climate and vegetation dynamic models and reducing the simulation uncertainties (Alkama and Cescatti, 2016; Findell et al., 2017; Peng et al., 2014).

Previous studies concentrated on the local climatic effects of deforestation and afforestation, which is treated separately from WPE in continental-scale C budgets (Barger et al., 2011). The previous results suggested that temperature responses to vegetation type change are dependent upon a precipitation gradient and a latitudinal gradient at a global scale (Foley et al., 2003; Li et al., 2015; Peng et al., 2014; Snyder et al., 2004), but little attention has been given to the climatic effects of WPE despite its global extent. In particular, the roles of woody plants in regulating climate in the semi-arid areas within the temperate mid-altitude zone are largely uncertain (Bonan, 2008; Li et al., 2015, Peng et al., 2014). It is especially unclear if interannual variability of precipitation influences the temperature responses to woody plant change within a specific region.

Juniper are widely distributed conifer woody species (Meneguzzo and Liknes, 2015). Juniper encroachment in the native grasslands and shrublands has been reported as one of the pronounced ecosystem changes in the Great Plains and the western United States in recent years (Barger et al., 2011; Meneguzzo and Liknes, 2015; Sankey and Germino, 2008). In this study, our overall goal is to understand the impacts of JWPE on local LST, albedo and ET within the grasslands in semi-arid and sub-humid temperate regions based on satellite observations. Specifically, we aim to: (1) examine the differences in LST (ΔLST), albedo (ΔAlbedo) and ET (ΔET) between juniper-encroached grasslands (JEGs) and adjacent pure grasslands (PGs) at annual and seasonal scales; (2) characterize the relationships between ΔLST, ΔAlbedo, ΔET and the proportion of JWPE in landscapes; and (3) examine how the effects of JWPE on local climate vary with different hydrological years (dry, normal and pluvial years). The grasslands in the state of Oklahoma, USA, were selected as a study area because they are in a temperate mid-altitude zone with a semi-arid and sub-humid climate, and have experienced extensive JWPE (Juniperus spp.) over the last several decades (Engle et al., 1996; Wang et al., 2017, 2018a).

2. Material and methods

2.1. Study area

The grasslands in Oklahoma (33.4°N ~ 37.1°N, 94°W ~ 103.2°W), USA, are characterized by various grass types including shortgrass, mixed-grass, and tallgrass from the western to eastern regions (Hogland, 2000). In recent years, the abundance of various juniper species, such as Eastern redcedar (J. virginiana) and Ashe juniper (J. ashei), has been increasing in grasslands (Engle et al., 1996). The grasslands are in a temperate continental climate with annual mean air temperature of 13–17 °C from north to south and annual mean precipitation of ~400–1100 mm from west to east. A majority of JWPE occurred in the grasslands with annual mean precipitation of ~600–1100 mm and elevation ranging from ~200-m to ~500-m (Figs. 1, 2).

2.2. Data

2.2.1. Land cover maps

We have developed a workflow to generate 30-m juniper forest encroachment maps for Oklahoma using a pixel and phenology-based algorithm from the Phase Array type L-band Synthetic Aperture Radar (PALSAR) in 2010 and time series Landsat images during 1984–2010 (Wang et al., 2017, 2018a). In this study, we used the same approach to generate the 30-m juniper forest encroachment map for the period of 2011–2015 using the follow-on SAR (PALSAR-2) data in 2015 and time series Landsat images during 2011–2015. Four main steps were included in this workflow (Wang et al., 2017, 2018a). We first generated the forest map in 2015 using the PALSAR-2 images and the decision rule of 16 < HV < -8, and 2 < HH−HV < 8, and 0.3 < HH/HV < 0.85 (Fig. S1b). Then, the annual evergreen forest maps during 2011–2015 were generated using the Land Surface Water Index (LSWI) by a frequency of LSWI>0 larger than 0.9 in each year. Based on the annual evergreen forest maps, we continued to map the annual juniper forest distribution using the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) by the decision rule of mean NDVI in winter season larger than 0.4. Finally, these annual juniper forest maps were combined to generate the juniper forest encroachment map for the period of 2011–2015 by a frequency combination approach, which extracted the pixels with a frequency ≥ 50% identified as juniper forests during the study period of 2011–2015.

In this workflow, the 25-m PALSAR and PALSAR-2 mosaic data were acquired from the Earth Observation Research Center, Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA), having HH and HV polarization bands (Shimada et al., 2013). The developed algorithms based on PALSAR and PALSAR-2 datasets can produce high quality forest and evergreen forest maps with overall accuracies around 95% or higher (Chen et al., 2018; Qin et al., 2016). This workflow has been evaluated using ground truth data and very-high-resolution observations and it generated the juniper forest encroachment maps with an overall accuracy of ~96%, producer’s accuracy of ~89% and user’s accuracy of ~95% (Wang et al., 2018a).
More details on the mapping materials and methods have been published in our previous works (Chen et al., 2018; Qin et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017, 2018a).

To match the timeline of Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)-based datasets, we selected the juniper forest encroachment maps for three periods, the early 2000s (2000–2004), the late 2000s (2005–2010), and the early 2010s (2011–2015). Then, these 30-m juniper forest binary (juniper or non-juniper forests) maps were aggregated to 1-km juniper forest coverage (JFC,%) maps to match the spatial resolution of the MODIS land surface temperature data (Fig. 2). In addition, the produced 25-m forest maps in 2010 and 2015 were used to show the distributions of non-juniper forests in the following analysis (Fig. S1a,b). These 25-m forest maps were also aggregated to 1-km as forest coverage (%) maps.

Annual MODIS land cover data at 500 m spatial resolution (MCD12Q1, Collection-6) were used to describe the grassland distribution during 2000–2015. We just selected the grassland pixels from the land cover classes to generate the annual 500-m grassland maps. These 500-m binary grassland maps were then aggregated to 1-km grassland coverage (%) maps. Finally, we produced the 1-km grassland maps by selecting the pure pixels with persistent 100% grassland cover in each period based on the annual 1-km grassland coverage maps (Fig. S1c,d,e). These 1-km grassland maps were binary with values of 1 and 0 to present 1-km pixels with pure grassland cover or not during a given study period of 2000–2004, 2005–2010, and 2011–2015.

### 2.2.2. Land surface temperature (LST) data

We used MODIS LST products from Terra (MOD11A2, Collection-6) from 2000 to 2015 and Aqua (MYD11A2, Collection-6) from 2002 to 2015. The daytime and nighttime LST were provided at ~10:30 am and ~22:30 pm local solar time from MOD11A2 and ~13:30 pm and ~1:30 am local solar time from MYD11A2. The LST data have a 1-km spatial resolution and 8-day temporal resolution. The absolute errors were evaluated to be less than 1 K (Wan, 2014). The pixels with valid quality were used in this study (Table S1, Fig. S2).
2.2.3. Albedo datasets
The daily MODIS albedo products (MCD43A3, Collection-6) were available at 500-m spatial resolution and provided black-sky and white-sky albedos for seven spectral bands and three broad bands (Schaaf and Wang, 2015). This latest albedo product was validated using globally-distributed tower measurements and has the ability to capture land surface dynamics. The broadband shortwave blue-sky albedo had a root-mean-square error (RMSE) of less than 0.0318. The blue-sky albedos can be calculated as the average of black-sky and white-sky albedos assuming equal contributions from direction illumination and diffuse illumination as done in previous studies (Li et al., 2015; Ma et al., 2017). We used all the valid albedo values to generate the blue-sky albedo at the shortwave broadband (0.3–5.0 μm) from 2000 to 2015 (Table S1). The average annual mean blue-sky albedo for each period were shown in Fig. S3a,c,e.

2.2.4. Evapotranspiration (ET) datasets
We acquired the 500-m MODIS 8-day (MOD16A2, Collection-6) ET products for 2001–2015. These datasets were produced using an improved ET algorithm from the Penman-Monteith model based on MODIS reflectance and meteorological reanalysis data (Mu et al., 2013, 2011). It is a widely used satellite-based product in water cycle studies (Peng et al., 2014; Spera et al., 2016). The average mean absolute bias (MAE) of daily ET was 0.33 mm/day when compared to eddy flux towers (Mu et al., 2013; Running et al., 2017). The MAEs for grasslands and woody savanna were reported as 0.28 and 0.19 mm/day, respectively. The good quality data was used following the descriptions of the quality control layer (Table S1, Fig. S3b,d,f).

2.2.5. Climate data
Annual precipitation (AP) for 2000–2015 were obtained from Oklahoma Mesonet observations (Brock et al., 1995). The measurements from 77 Mesonet stations located at the juniper encroachment regions were averaged to show the annual precipitation in the study area (Fig. S4a). Then, the mean and standard deviation (STDEV) of annual precipitation during 2000–2015 were calculated to classify the dry (AP < mean - STDEV), normal (mean - STDEV < AP < mean + STDEV), and pluvial (AP > mean + STDEV) years. During 2000–2015, the mean annual precipitation was about 853 mm with a STDEV of 195 mm (Fig. S4b). There were two dry years, 2011 (610 mm) and 2012 (648 mm), and two pluvial years of 2007 (1120 mm) and 2015 (1351 mm). The remaining years were classified as normal years with a mean - STDEV, normal (mean - STDEV), and pluvial (AP > mean + STDEV) years. During 2000–2015, the mean annual precipitation was about 853 mm with a STDEV of 195 mm (Fig. S4b). There were two dry years, 2011 (610 mm) and 2012 (648 mm), and two pluvial years of 2007 (1120 mm) and 2015 (1351 mm). The remaining years were classified as normal years with a mid-distribution of annual precipitation. This STDEV method has been frequently used to determine drought and pluvial events (Christian et al., 2015).

2.3. Methods

2.3.1. Pairwise comparison of LST, albedo and ET between juniper-encroached grasslands and pure grasslands
Pairwise comparison is an approach commonly used to assess differences in ecological, hydrological, and climate factors under different land cover types (Lee et al., 2011; Ma et al., 2017; Peng et al., 2014). We used this approach to examine the differences in LST, ET, and albedo between the juniper-encroached grasslands (JEG) and adjacent pure grasslands (PG) over three periods of 2000–2004, 2005–2010, and 2011–2015 (Fig. 3). JEG pixels had a varying percentage of juniper forest at a given spatial resolution in contrast to PG pixels, which were 100% grassland. The JEG and adjacent PG samples were selected following the rules adopted in our recent study (Wang et al., 2018b): (1) the JEG samples should have relatively significant juniper forest cover; and (2) the adjacent PG samples should be covered by pure grasslands. The neighborhood window sizes were determined using two factors: (1) there were at least 10% of the PG pixels in the neighborhood of a JEG pixel, and (2) the window size should reduce the influence of spatial heterogeneity (Wang et al., 2018b). Thus, we used two neighborhood windows of 5 by 5 pixels (~5 by 5-km) and 11 by 11 pixels (~11 by 11-km) to select the adjacent PG pixels around a given JEG pixel following our previous study (Wang et al., 2018b). These PG pixels show the grasses between juniper woody trees.

At 1-km spatial resolution, the JFC maps, forest coverage maps, and grassland binary maps (grassland or non-grassland) were used to select JEG pixels only composed of juniper forests and grasslands without the cover of non-juniper forests. To select the pixels with significant JWPE, we used the JEG pixels having at least 10% juniper forest cover for all the periods of 2000–2004, 2005–2010, and 2011–2015 (Fig. S5). Using these JEG pixels, we used neighborhood windows of 5 by 5 pixels and 11 by 11 pixels to select adjacent PG pixels to construct pair samples. The JEG pixels having at least 10% adjacent PG pixels in their neighborhood were used for pairwise comparison analysis (Fig. S6). At last, the numbers of selected JEG pixels for three periods were 653, 757, and 1027 using 5 by 5 neighborhood window and 742, 829, and 1387 using 11 by 11 neighborhood window, respectively (Fig. S6). These selected JEG samples for three periods had an average juniper forest coverage of about 19% (Fig. S6). Using these JEG samples, we built comparison pairs between each JEG sample and the mean status of its adjacent PG pixels pair which was used in the following pairwise comparison analysis of LST, ET and albedo expressed as Eqs.(1)–(3).

![Fig. 3. A schematic figure is used to show the pairwise comparison approach used in this study. This approach was used to quantitatively assess the differences in LST, ET and albedo between the juniper-encroached grasslands (JEG) and adjacent pure grasslands (PG). To construct the JEG and PG pairs, we used the 1-km juniper forest coverage maps, forest coverage maps, and grassland maps to select the JEG and PG pixels. The JEG pixels were selected from the juniper forest coverage maps with conditions of (a) the juniper forest coverage should be larger than or equal to 10% and (b) the proportion of PG pixels within their neighborhood windows (5 by 5 or 11 by 11 pixels) should be larger than or equal to 10%. Thus, after averaging the PG pixels in each neighborhood window, we obtained a JEG and PG comparison](image-url)
within a 5 by 5 and a 11 by 11 neighborhood window. Fig. S7 shows the distributions of the selected JEG pixels and adjacent PG pixels. As the 1-km juniper forest maps were used to select the JEG samples, the center distance of two adjacent JEG pixels are 1-km. These samples are mainly distributed in plain areas with elevation ranging from about 200-m to 500-m (Figs. 1, S7). The JEG and PG samples were not filtered by elevation during the neighborhood analysis. In the pairwise comparison analysis of LST, we calculated the difference in LST (ΔLST) between the JEG pixel (LST\textsubscript{JEG}) and the mean LST of the adjacent PG pixels (LST\textsubscript{PG}) within each neighborhood window. This process is expressed as Eq. (1). The difference in LST shows the effects of juniper forest encroachment into grasslands on local land surface temperature. A positive or negative ΔLST represents the warming or cooling effect of juniper forest encroachment into grasslands, respectively. In this study, we calculated the daytime and nighttime LST as the mean values of Terra and Aqua observations. The daily LST was calculated as the mean values of daytime and nighttime LST. Similarly, we examined the differences in ET and albedo (ΔET and ΔAlbedo) between JEG and PG pixels. ΔET and ΔAlbedo is expressed as Eqs. (2) and (3).

This pairwise comparison between JEG and PG pixels for LST, albedo, and ET was conducted at annual and seasonal time scales for three periods of 2000–2004, 2005–2010 and 2011–2015. The results assessed based on the 5 by 5-pixel sample window were shown in the main text, and those assessed based on the 11 by 11-pixel sample window were shown in supplementary materials.

\[
\Delta LST = LST_{JEG} - LST_{PG} \quad (\text{Eq. 1})
\]

\[
\Delta ET = ET_{JEG} - ET_{PG} \quad (\text{Eq. 2})
\]

\[
\Delta Albedo = Albedo_{JEG} - Albedo_{PG} \quad (\text{Eq. 3})
\]

### 2.3.2. Quantitative relationships between the differences in LST, ET and albedo and the proportions of juniper forests

Higher percentages of juniper forest encroachment in the landscapes (pixels) were expected to result in larger changes in LST, albedo and ET (ΔLST, ΔAlbedo, and ΔET). In this study, each sampling window for pairwise comparison had different proportions of juniper forest encroachment. Thus, we used simple linear regression models and the selected JEG samples in 2.3.1 to analyze the relationships between ΔLST, ΔET, ΔAlbedo, and the percent coverage of juniper forests. The results were presented by analyzing the samples together from the three study periods of 2000–2004, 2005–2010, and 2011–2015.

### 2.3.3. Impacts of hydrological conditions on the effects of juniper forest encroachment on LST, ET and albedo

The changes in LST caused by land cover change have pronounced spatial patterns and are associated with precipitation magnitudes in space (Peng et al., 2014). We assumed that the differences in LST, albedo and ET between JEG and PG in a specific region may vary with the temporal dynamics of hydrological conditions. Therefore, we calculated ΔLST, ΔAlbedo, and ΔET for the dry years (2011, 2012) and pluvial years (2007 and 2015) and then compared them with the average results calculated from the normal years in the study period of 2000–2015. The comparison among different hydrological conditions included annual ΔLST, ΔAlbedo, ΔET, and the relationships between ΔLST, ΔAlbedo, ΔET and the percentage of juniper forest cover.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Effects of juniper forest encroachment on LST, albedo, and ET at annual scale

The differences in LST, albedo, and ET between JEGs and adjacent PGs grid cells (1-km resolution) were examined by pair-wise samples selected by 5 by 5 neighborhood windows (see Methods). JEGs had lower annual mean daytime LST (0.63±0.64 °C) and higher annual mean nighttime LST (0.16±0.41 °C) than did their adjacent PGs during the entire study period of 2000–2015 (mean difference±one standard deviation) (Fig. 4). At a daily scale with considering daytime and nighttime LST together, JEGs were assessed reducing mean annual daily LST by about 0.24±0.45 °C for the entire study period. For each of the three time periods, the average annual mean daytime LST for JEGs was lower by about 0.55±0.51 °C, 0.73±0.79 °C, and 0.64±0.65 °C in 2000–2004, 2005–2010 and 2011–2015, respectively (Fig. 4); average annual mean nighttime LST was higher by about 0.1 ± 0.40 °C, 0.2 ± 0.46 °C and 0.19±0.39 °C; and average annual mean daily LST was lower by about 0.23±0.41 °C, 0.26±0.48 °C and 0.23±0.39 °C. At the annual scale, juniper forest encroachment decreased albedo with a mean ΔAlbedo of approximately −1.5 ± 1%, and increased ET with mean ΔET of approximately 37±33 mm/year for 2000–2015 (Fig. 4). Consistent results were acquired using the samples selected by the 11 by 11 neighborhood window; despite slightly higher mean and standard deviation values for each variable (Fig. S8). Similar results were also obtained between the samples selected by the 5 by 5 and 11 by 11 neighborhood windows in the following Sections of 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 (Figs. S9–S11).

#### 3.2. Effects of juniper forest encroachment on LST, albedo, and ET at seasonal scale

The seasonal dynamics of ΔLST during 2000–2015 show that juniper forest encroachment cools daytime surface temperature year-round (Fig. 5a). The cooling effect increased from January and reached a peak in the summer months, and then decreased around September (Fig. 5a). The juniper forest daytime cooling effect was stronger in spring and summer than in fall and winter (mean ΔLST was −0.54±0.60 °C, −0.69±0.70 °C, −0.50±0.46 °C, and −0.43±0.42 °C from spring to winter, respectively). In contrast, the nighttime warming effect was stronger in winter and fall than in spring and summer (mean nighttime ΔLST was 0.18±0.25 °C, 0.13±0.22 °C, 0.22±0.31 °C, 0.28±0.38 °C from spring to winter, respectively). Throughout the year, the daytime cooling was stronger than the nighttime warming caused by JWPE (Fig. 5). These different climate effects for daytime and nighttime lead to a year-round cooling effects at the daily scale with more evident in spring and summer than in fall and winter (mean daily ΔLST of 0.18±0.24 °C, 0.28±0.32 °C, 0.14±0.18 °C, and 0.08±0.20 °C from spring to winter, respectively) (Fig. 5).

Seasonally, ΔAlbedo was high during the cold months from about November to the following February, while high ΔET occurred during the warm months from March to October (Fig. 5b,c). Winter had the highest ΔAlbedo (~−2.3 ± 1.5%) followed by fall (~−1.7 ± 1.1%), spring (~−1.5 ± 0.9%) and summer (~−1.4 ± 0.9%). Summer had the highest ΔET (about 2.5 ± 5.5 mm/month), followed by spring (about 2.1 ± 2.3 mm/month) and fall (about 2.0 ± 3.4 mm/month). The ΔET in winter was negligible (Fig. 5).

#### 3.3. Relationships between changes in LST, albedo, ET, and juniper forest coverage (JFC,%)

There were significant negative (P<0.001) linear relationships between daytime ΔLST and JFC, which suggested about a 0.026 °C reduction in daytime ΔLST with one percent increase in JFC (OPI) (Fig. 6). Nighttime ΔLST rose with the increase of JFC with a rate of around 0.91 °C/OPI. Thus, a negative relationship was found between daily ΔLST and JFC (a rate of about −0.006 °C/OPI), which implied that the net effect of an increase in JFC caused lower daily LST.

Increasing JFC leads to opposite effects on ΔAlbedo and ΔET (Fig. 6). ΔAlbedo and JFC had a significant negative relationship (P<0.001) with a rate of about −0.053%/OPI. Significant positive linear relationships (P<0.001) were found between ΔET and JFC with a rate of about 1.31 mm/year/OPI. These JFC-based results supported the annual and seasonal analysis on the roles of juniper forest encroachment on ΔLST,
ΔAlbedo, and ΔET between JEGs and PGs.

3.4. Effects of juniper forest encroachment on LST, albedo, and ET in dry, normal, and pluvial years

JWPE reduced daytime LST and increased nighttime LST to a greater extent in dry years and less so in pluvial years (Fig. 7a). The net decrease of daily LST in dry years was also greater than that in pluvial years. From pluvial to dry cases, slight reduction was found in the decreased albedo caused by JWPE, while the effect of JWPE on ET was strengthened (Fig. 7a). The linear relationships (Figs. 7b,c, S12–S14) between daytime, nighttime, and daily ΔLST, ΔAlbedo, and ΔET and JFC agreed well with the findings based on multi-year statistical analysis in different hydrological conditions (Fig. 7a). From dry to pluvial years, the negative regression slopes increased between daytime, daily ΔLST, and JFC, and the positive regression slopes decreased between ΔET and JFC. No significant changes were found in the regression slopes for nighttime ΔLST, ΔAlbedo, and JFC with different hydrological conditions.

4. Discussion

4.1. Factors controlling the effects of juniper forest encroachment on daytime and nighttime LST

Daytime LST is controlled by incoming solar radiation, land surface properties (e.g. topography, land cover, roughness, albedo and emissivity), and near-surface atmospheric boundary layer conditions, which alter the exchange of energy, water, and momentum balance between land surface and atmosphere (Foley et al., 2003; Peng et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2012). The surface albedo decreased as juniper woody encroached into grasslands (Fig. 4), as trees tend to absorb more solar energy than grasses (Betts and Ball, 1997; Bonan, 2008). In surface energy balance system, net radiation is commonly partitioned as three fluxes: latent heat, sensible heat, and soil heat (Su, 2002). The surface cools through sensible heat loss caused by the wind and latent heat loss due to evapotranspiration (Foley et al., 2003). JWPE in grasslands increases the roughness and fragmentation of the land surface. The rougher surfaces increase air turbulence and enhance surface cooling through both
sensible and latent heat loss (Foley et al., 2003; Ge and Zou, 2013; Juang et al., 2007). Juniper forests also have a higher leaf area index, a deeper root system, and thus have access to more water than grasslands due to the interception of precipitation in the canopy and access to deeper soil moisture (Huxman et al., 2005; Scott et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2018b). This water availability to juniper trees favors JWPE and explains the enhanced ET and decreased daytime LST in the juniper-encroached grasslands (Fig. 4).

Fig. 6. Changes of ΔLST, ΔAlbedo, and ΔET with increasing juniper forest coverage. Relationships of (a, b, c) ΔLST in daytime, nighttime and daily, (d) ΔAlbedo, and (e) ΔET with coverage of juniper forests for 2000–2015 based on the data of three periods of 2000–2004, 2005–2010, and 2011–2015. OPI denotes one percentage increase in juniper forest coverage.

Fig. 7. Influence of hydroclimate on the effects of JWPE on LST, albedo, and ET. (a) Analysis of ΔLST, ΔAlbedo, and ΔET at dry, normal, and pluvial years. And the regression lines of (b) ΔLST in daytime, nighttime, and daily, (c) ΔAlbedo and ΔET with coverage of juniper forests for dry, normal, and pluvial years during 2000–2015. The regression analyses under each hydroclimate were shown in Figs. S12–S14.
Several mechanisms have been documented to explain the nighttime warming effects of woody plants encroachment, including the ‘plant sheltering’ effect, increased energy storage during the daytime, and the altered atmospheric boundary layer conditions (D’Odorico et al., 2010, 2013; He et al., 2010, 2011; Peng et al., 2014). At night, the heat exchange is determined by the long-wave radiation from the land surface (Geiger et al., 2009). Woody canopies can absorb part of the long-wave radiation and emit some back to the surface. This ‘plant sheltering’ effect could reduce the near surface cooling at night (Chen et al., 1993; Grimmond et al., 2000). Some observations found that WPE in grasslands increased the fraction of bare soil by reducing the understory herbaceous plants (D’Odorico et al., 2013; He et al., 2010). Thus, soils in WPE grasslands absorb more energy than in pure grasslands in the daytime, which causes higher nighttime surface temperature in WPE grasslands (D’Odorico et al., 2010; He et al., 2015, 2010, 2011). In addition, atmospheric boundary layer conditions contribute to the differences in the nighttime surface temperature of woodlands and grasslands (Geiger et al., 2009). For example, high daytime ET in woodlands increases the air humidity and cloud formation in the boundary layer, which prevents nighttime cooling relative to grasslands (Peng et al., 2014). Our results show that JWPE enhanced daytime ET, which might play some role to the nighttime heat retention in the juniper-encroached grasslands.

4.2. Effects of juniper forest encroachment on LST at annual and seasonal scales

Our study suggested that the effects of JWPE on local climate were significant with average annual daytime cooling of about 0.026 °C and nighttime warming about 0.01 °C (mean of three study periods) with one percent increase in juniper cover. Although limited efforts have been done to quantify the impacts of WPE on local climate, the role of pure forests and non-forests (grasslands and croplands) in local climate has been studied using satellite observations, field measurements, and model simulations at global and regional scales (Findell et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2011; Liao et al., 2018; Ma et al., 2017; Peng et al., 2014). Previous satellite observations indicated that mean annual daytime LST in temperate forests were about 1.2 °C cooler than in surrounding croplands, and mean annual nighttime LST was about 0.45 °C warmer (Ma et al., 2017). Similarly, satellite-based studies in China reported that daytime LST was 1.1 °C lower in plantation forests than grasslands, and nighttime LST was 0.2 °C higher (Peng et al., 2014). In addition, a number of studies based on field observations have examined the ability of woody plants to modify the temperature regime within the canopy and at site and landscape scales (Chen et al., 1993; D’Odorico et al., 2013; Renaud et al., 2011; Renaud and Rebetez, 2009; Villegas et al., 2010). Lower maximum and higher minimum air temperatures have been observed in forest canopies in comparison to canopy gaps or adjacent grasslands (D’Odorico et al., 2013; Renaud et al., 2011; Renaud and Rebetez, 2009; Young and Mitchell, 1994). Other studies have also documented that the daytime cooling and nighttime warming effect of woody vegetation relative to contiguous grasslands across various woodland-grassland ecotones from boreal forests to arid and semi-arid woodlands (Alkama and Cescatti, 2016; D’Odorico et al., 2010; Findell et al., 2017; He et al., 2011; Langvall and Lofvenius, 2002; Li et al., 2015; Liao et al., 2018; Maher et al., 2005; Renaud and Rebetez, 2009; Voicu and Comeau, 2006). These findings confirmed our results about the interactions of woody plants and local environment in spite of the impacts of woody plants on local climate varying with tree species (Renaud and Rebetez, 2009).

Our results demonstrated that JWPE caused year-round daytime and daily cooling and nighttime warming. The daytime cooling effect was weaker in cold seasons (fall and winter) than in warm seasons (spring and summer), but the reverse was true for the nighttime warming effect (Fig. 5). Previous comparative studies reported similar seasonal dynamics in ΔLST between evergreen forests and nearby grasslands in temperate regions from flux and satellite data (Alkama and Cescatti, 2016; Liao et al., 2018; Zhao and Jackson, 2014). The seasonal dynamics of ΔAlbedo and ΔET that we observed in our study were consistent with the findings of a stronger ET in summer and lower albedo in winter for evergreen woodlands than grasslands (Betts and Ball, 1997; Zhao and Jackson, 2014). Increased roughness and deep roots of juniper species could explain the substantial enhancement of ET, which causes significant surface cooling happened in summer. Evergreen juniper species maintain a darker canopy than the dormant grasslands in winter (Wang et al., 2018b). It is associated with the larger difference in daytime solar radiation absorption and nighttime warming between JEGs and PGs during winter than in other seasons (Bonan, 2015).

4.3. Effects of juniper forest encroachment on LST under different hydrological conditions

We found that the cooling effect of JWPE on daytime and daily LST was more pronounced in dry years than in pluvial years. ΔET also varied with hydrological conditions, and we did not observe significant changes in albedo or nighttime LST. A similar observation was made in a previous study, which found that although surface temperatures and sensible heat flux increased in both forests and pastures during drought, pastures experienced a greater increase (9 °C) in surface temperature and forests had a greater sensible heat flux (Zaitchik et al., 2006). Meanwhile, the ability of trees to access water deeper in the soil column can support a greater latent heat flux than shallow grasses in drought (Bonan, 2008; Zaitchik et al., 2006). Thus, the greater differences in sensible and latent heat flux between trees and grasses could explain more evident daytime cooling with JWPE in dry years than in pluvial years. The subtle changes in nighttime ΔLST among different hydrological conditions suggested the variations of increased ET on nighttime warming could be tiny, as woody canopy and soil heat storage could also modify the nighttime surface temperature.

Our study area was in a semi-arid and sub-humid climate zone with mean annual precipitation (MAP) ranging from ~610 mm to 1535 mm during 2000–2015 (Fig. S4). Our results showed the daily cooling effect produced by juniper forest encroachment under various hydrological conditions of dry, normal, and pluvial years, which means that adequate soil moisture in this region can be supplied for ET cooling to offset the nighttime warming under different hydrological conditions. An afforestation study in China also showed that the regions with MAP larger than 600 mm had a stronger daytime cooling than nighttime warming, which results in a daily cooling effect of forest in grasslands (Peng et al., 2014). Thus, in terms of the precipitation-dependent spatial patterns, our results in this semi-arid and sub-humid region agrees with the previous findings of forest and grasslands on vegetation-temperature interactions (Peng et al., 2014). In this study, the comparison of the effects of juniper forest encroachment on LST among different hydrological conditions for a given region (semi-arid and sub-humid region) is complementary to the previous studies, and the findings in this study still need further verification in other climate regions such as arid and humid regions.

4.4. Implications and further studies

Climate strongly influences the geographic distribution of plant species (Foley et al., 2003). WPE can modify the local climate, which in turn affects the dynamics of woodland-grassland ecotones by regulating the feedbacks between vegetation and climate (D’Odorico et al., 2013). JWPE was found to reduce the daytime LST. This climate effect may ameliorate the drought and heat stress on the growth and productivity of juniper woody plants. Woody plants have a lower cold tolerance than grasses (Korner, 1998; Maher et al., 2005). Tree cover leads to warmer nights in their surroundings and consequently less cold stress (e.g., frost damage, freezing mortality) for seedling establishment and growth (D’Odorico et al., 2010; Langvall and Lofvenius, 2002). Such feedbacks
of daytime cooling and nighttime warming would favor woody plants to resist abiotic stress for plant survival and growth (Li et al., 2013; Mahler et al., 2005). Thus, this positive feedback between JWPE and local climate could support juniper species establishment in unfavorable regions. In addition, the existence of trees would allow maintaining a certain level of humidity that could be favorable to the development of adjacent grasslands. The local climate alterations arising from WPE may have implications for large-scale climate, vegetation, carbon and water cycle, and wildlife studies.

In this study, we used satellite products to investigate the effects of juniper forest encroachment in grasslands on local surface temperature and explored two critical biophysical variables (albedo and ET). However, we have not examined the effects of JWPE on other biophysical variables such as roughness, grass types, leaf and canopy chlorophyll content of grasses due to the lack of satellite products, but such detailed studies could be considered in the future by field experiment approaches.

5. Conclusions

This study used remote sensing data to explore how local land surface temperature changed along with JWPE into the semi-arid and sub-humid grasslands in Oklahoma, USA. Our results suggested that JWPE into grasslands significantly cools the local land surface in the daytime, but warms it in the nighttime. This local climate effect of JWPE in grasslands was more evident in dry years than in normal or pluvial years. Such climate effects would benefit woody plants to resist abiotic stress (e.g. drought, freezing) for survival and growth, establishing a potentially positive feedback of WPE and local climate. This study sheds some new insights to understand the WPE and climate interaction at local and large scales.
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